
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Obviously the magnetic stream ___________________.1. (vary)was being varied

The test of her character _________________.2. (make)was being made

I bought her because she ____________________.3. (starve)was being starved

The real drama ____________________ outside.4. (enact)was being enacted

Fifteen minutes later the business was repeated, only this time, as it
___________________ against the wall, the bird crew.
5.

(dash)was being dashed

In the way he found a house hidden in the wood and among rocks, where
an aged and sick woman ___________________ by her elderly daughter.
6.

(tend)
was being tended

To be sure, said I, this is nothing again, but if a man's head
__________________, the noises would be the same!
7.

(take)was being taken

As the hymn after the prayers _________________, and the chapel was
getting a little dark, he was beginning to feel that he had been really
worshipping.

8.

(sing)

was being sung

He did not even suspect that he ___________________.9. (rob)was being robbed

They were not at such a distance but that many of their movements could
be clearly made out by the boys, who after a while noticed that several furious
battles ____________________ among them.

10.

(fight)were being fought

While her mental resources _____________________, it was not at all
suspected in her family that she had any gift of authorship, or any ambition to
become a writer.

11.

(train)

were being trained

Phil felt as though he ______________________.12. (smother)was being smothered

The scandal during the banquet _____________________ now.13. (repeat)was being repeated
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Then she saw that she ____________________ through a large garden,
and at last she dimly perceived that she _________________ on a bed.
14.

(carry) (lay)

was being carried
was being laid

Sometimes in the night Charles woke up with a start, thinking he
___________________ to a patient.
15.

(call)was being called

It was a warning that he ____________________.16. (watch)was being watched

You ____________________ by some terrible bounder.17. (kiss)were being kissed

There a small regimental flag ____________________.18. (hoist)was being hoisted

They _________________ away prisoners before the night magistrates.19.
(lead)

were being led

But the rogue no longer laid them on his shoulders, but laid on to the
trees, with such groans every now and then, that one would have thought at
each of them his soul ____________________ up by the roots.

20.

(pluck)was being plucked
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